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ABSTRACT

We introduce the novel and challenging task of answering Points-

of-interest (POI) recommendation questions, using a collection of

reviews that describe candidate answer entities (POIs). We harvest

a QA dataset that contains 47,124 paragraph-sized user questions

from travelers seeking POI recommendations for hotels, attractions

and restaurants. Each question can have thousands of candidate

entities to choose from and each candidate is associated with a

collection of unstructured reviews. Questions can include require-

ments based on physical location, budget, timings as well as other

subjective considerations related to ambience, quality of service

etc. Our dataset requires reasoning over a large number of candi-

date answer entities (over 5300 per question on average) and we

find that running commonly used neural architectures for QA is

prohibitively expensive. Further, commonly used retriever-ranker

based methods also do not work well for our task due to the nature

of review-documents. Thus, as a first attempt at addressing some

of the novel challenges of reasoning-at-scale posed by our task,

we present a task specific baseline model that uses a three-stage

cluster-select-rerank architecture. The model first clusters text for

each entity to identify exemplar sentences describing an entity. It

then uses a neural information retrieval (IR) module to select a set

of potential entities from the large candidate set. A reranker uses a

deeper attention-based architecture to pick the best answers from

the selected entities. This strategy performs better than a pure re-

trieval or a pure attention-based reasoning approach yielding nearly

25% relative improvement in Hits@3 over both approaches. To the

best of our knowledge we are the first to present an unstructured

QA-style task for POI-recommendation, using real-world tourism

questions and POI-reviews.
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1 INTRODUCTION

According to a 2019 report
1
by Bain & Company, travellers make

between 33−500 web-searches before making bookings; some users

consult in excess of 50 travel websites, spending a third of their

time online conducting travel related activities. In some cases they

may even post their questions on travel forums, in the hope of

getting personalized travel information from other users. In 2016,

TripAdvisor.com reported
2
over 900, 000 new topics being created

on its travel forums annually.

Real-world questions, such as those seen on online forums are

often verbose, requiring us to first determine what is crucial in the

question for answering. For example, consider the forum question

in Figure 1. Here the user describes what they are looking for (a
restaurant) along with their preferences (vegetarian options nearby).
They also mention where they stay and that they arrive in “Delhi
from the US in the late afternoon”. The answer to this question would
be the name of a restaurant that satisfies the requirements of the

user. Answering such questions requires understanding and identi-

fying the relevant parts of the question, reading information about

each candidate answer entity in travel articles, blogs or reviews

(entity documents), matching relevant question parts with entity

documents, and ranking each candidate answer based on the degree

of match.

In this paper we introduce the novel task of answering such

Points-of-Interest (POI) recommendation questions using a collec-

tion of tourism reviews describing entities.
3
Our task reflects novel

real-world challenges of reasoning at scale.

1
https://www.bain.com/insights/todays-traveler-infinite-paths-to-purchase/

2
https://www.tripadvisor.com/PressCenter-c4-Fact_Sheet.html

3
We use the word ‘entity’ and ‘POI’ interchangeably in the rest of the paper.
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Figure 1: Entity Answers are extracted from forum post responses to generate QA Pairs. Entities marked in red indicate false

positive extractions. Each entity in our collection has an ID of the form <city_id >_<POI type>_<number>. The dataset has

three classes of POIs - restaurants (R), attractions (A) and hotels (H).

Challenges of Reasoning: Our task requires models to reason

over entity reviews that could contain sarcasm, contradictory opin-

ions etc, as well as, mentions of other entities (e.g., for comparison).

Thus, the nature of reasoning for answering such questions is dif-

ferent from typical machine-reading comprehension [24, 37, 43],

entailment-based reasoning or common-sense reasoning tasks [1, 8,

11, 21]. In addition, questions may also include requirements based

on physical location, budget, timings as well as other subjective

considerations about ambience, quality of service etc. Lastly, not

all aspects of the question are relevant for answering which makes

identifying the informational need challenging.

Challenges of Scalability: Questions have a large candidate an-

swer space in our task since there may be thousands of POIs in

a city, each represented by hundreds of reviews (e.g., New York

has tens of thousands of restaurants to choose from). To address

challenges of reasoning at scale in QA tasks, existing models, often

employ retriever-ranker architectures which first reduce the search

space by filtering documents using methods such as BM25 [39]

ranking, and then apply deeper reasoning models on the reduced

set. Additionally, methods may also use document structure to ex-

tract salient portions of the document or truncate documents to

the first 800 − 1000 tokens [16, 25] to further improve scalability.

However, as our experiments in Section 5 show, neither strategies

are effective in our task.

Pruning the search-space based on TF-IDF scores does not work

well because documents in our task, consist of opinions that are

expressed in reviews; thus, they share a large common vocabu-

lary, resulting in similar TF-IDF scores. In contrast, documents

used in machine-reading comprehension [24, 43], entailment-based

reasoning or common-sense reasoning tasks [1, 8, 21], etc have dis-

tinguishing terms (ex: due to topical entities), which help generate

better TF-IDF scores. To further illustrate with an example, in our

task, the average TF-IDF based inter-document cosine similarity

for review documents of restaurants in New York is 0.35, while,

for training data paragraphs in SQuAD [37], it is just 0.05. In ad-

dition, arbitrarily truncating review documents can cause a loss

of crucial information. Thus, typical QA algorithms which apply

cross-attention between question and candidate answer texts, do

not scale in our task where entities may have long (bag-of-reviews)

documents.

As a first attempt at addressing the novel challenges of reason-

ing at scale posed by our task, we present a scalable three-stage

cluster-select-rerank model that serves as a strong baseline for this

new task. It extends traditional retriever-ranker architectures by

incorporating a clustering stage which first clusters text for each
entity (independently) to identify exemplar sentences describing

an entity. Then, similar to recent work on open domain QA [23],

instead of employing retriever architectures based on sparse vector

representations, it uses a neural information retrieval (IR) module

with dense representations of questions and entities to select a set
of potential entities from the large candidate set. Finally, it uses a

reranker with a deeper attention-based architecture to pick the best

answers from the selected entities.

1.1 Contributions

(1) We introduce a novel and challenging task of answering POI-

recommendation questions using a collection of reviews describing

entities. (2) We harvest a novel dataset
4
of tourism questions con-

sisting of 47, 124 QA pairs extracted from online travel forums.

Each QA pair consists of a question and an answer entity ID, which

corresponds to one of the over 200, 000 entity review documents

collected from the Web. (3) We present detailed experiments with

4
Available at: https://github.com/dair-iitd/TourismQA

https://github.com/dair-iitd/TourismQA
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simple baselines such as those using BM25, POI-ratings, as well as,

our task-specific model based on the cluster-select-rerank (CsrQA)

architecture. We include detailed ablation studies highlighting the

importance of each stage in the CsrQA pipeline. We find that the

CsrQA approach serves as a strong baseline for future work on

our task – it does better than a pure IR or a pure attention-based

reasoning approach yielding nearly 25% relative improvement in

Hits@3 over both approaches.

2 DATA COLLECTION

Most recent QA datasets have been constructed using crowdsourced

workers who either create QA pairs given documents [37, 38] or

identify answers for real world questions [26, 35]. Creating QA

datasets manually using the crowd can be very expensive. We there-

fore choose to automatically harvest a dataset using tourism forums

and a collection of reviews. We first crawled forum posts along

with their corresponding conversation thread as well as meta-data

including date and time of posting. We then also crawled reviews

for restaurants and attractions for each city from a popular travel

forum. Hotel reviews were scraped from a popular hotel booking

website. Entity meta-data such as the address, ratings, amenities,

etc was also collected where available.

Filtering Questions: We observed that apart from questions, fo-

rum users also post summaries of trips, feedback about services

taken during a vacation, open-ended non entity-seeking questions

such as queries about the weather and economic climate of a lo-

cation, etc. We used high precision rules based on keywords and

meta-data, to filter such posts (details available in released code

due to lack of space). We further removed posts explicitly identified

as “Trip Reports” or “Inappropriate” by the forum. Excessively long

questions (≥ 1.7X more than average) were also removed because

they were often other types of posts (eg: Complaints, Itineraries).

2.1 Answer Extraction

We create a list of entity names crawled for each city and use it

to find entity mentions in user responses to forum posts. A high

level entity class (hotel, restaurant, attraction) for each entity is

also tagged based on the source of the crawl. If an entity could be

associated with more than one label type, for instance a hotel that

is also an attraction due to its heritage status, then the entities may

independently occur in two different entity classes (as a ‘hotel’ and

an ‘attraction’) along with an independent set of reviews. Each user

response to a question is tagged for part-of-speech, and the nouns

identified are fuzzily searched
5
in the entity list (to accommodate

for typographical errors). This gives us a noisy set of “silver" answer
entities, extracted from free-text user responses for each question.

We now describe a series of steps aimed at improving the precision

of extracted silver answers, resulting in our gold QA pairs (Summary

in Figure 1).

2.2 Filtering of Silver Answer Entities

Type-based filtering: As a first step, we use the multi-sentence

question understanding component developed by [13] to iden-

tify phrases in the question that could indicate a target entity’s

“type”and “attribute”. For instance, in the example in Figure 1 tokens

5
Levenstein distance<0.05

“place to eat” will be identified as an 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦.𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 and the phrase “has
vegetarian options as well” will be identified as 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦.𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒 .

All entities collected from the online forums come with labels

(from a set of nearly 210 unique labels
6
) indicating the nature of

the entity. For instance, restaurants have cuisine types mentioned,

attractions are tagged as museums, parks etc. Hotels from the hotel

booking website are simply identified as “hotels”. We manually

group the set of unique labels into 11 clusters.
7
For a given question

we use the phrase tagged with the 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦.𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 tag, and determine

its closest matching cluster using embedding representations. Simi-

larly, for each silver answer entity extracted we identify the most

likely cluster based on frequency of cluster-hits of its list of meta-

data attributes; if the two clusters do not match, we discard the QA

pair. For example, in Figure 1, QA pairs that use entities Promenade
Mall and Ambience Mall as answers, get discarded due to incorrect

types.

Peer-based filtering: As mentioned previously, all entities have

their type information (hotel, attraction or restaurant) indicated

as part of meta-data. Using all silver (entity) answers for a ques-
tion, we determine the frequency counts of each type encountered

and remove any silver (entity) answer that does not belong to the

majority type. For example, in Figure 1, the QA pair with entity

Grand Hotel with type “hotel” is discarded because the majority

type, based on its remaining peers, is “restaurant”. If there is no

clear majority type, the question is discarded (i.e, all QA pairs are

discarded).

Filtering entities with generic names: Some entities are often

named after cities, or generic place types – for example “The Cafe”

or “The Spa” which can result in spurious matches during answer

extraction. We collect a list of entity types
8
from Google Places

9

and remove any answer entity whose name matches any entry in

this list.

Removing entities that are chains and franchises: Answers to

questions can also be names of restaurants or hotel chains. However,

without adequate information to identify the actual franchisee

we cannot associate them to reviews. In such cases, our answer

extraction returns all entities in the city with that (same) name. We

thus, discard all such QA pairs.

Removing spurious candidates: User answers in forum posts of-

ten have multiple entities mentioned not necessarily in the context

of an answer but for locative references (e.g., “opposite Starbucks”,

or “near Wendys”) or for expressing opinions on entities that are

not the answer. We write simple rules
10

to remove candidates ex-

tracted in such conditions (e.g.,: if more than one entity is extracted

from a sentence, we drop them all or if entity mentions are in close

proximity to phrases such as “next to”, “opposite” etc. they are

dropped).

Additionally, we review the set of entities extracted and remove

QA pairs with entity names that were common English words or

phrases (eg: “August”, “Upstairs”, “Neighborhood” were names of

restaurants that could lead to spurious matches). We removed 322

unique entity names as a result of this exercise. Note that it is the

6
List available in released code

7
Determined empirically

8
Examples of types include “cafe”, “hospital”, “bar” etc.

9https://developers.google.com/places/web-service/supported_types
10
available in released code
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Table 1: QA Pairs in train, validation and test sets for each

answer entity type

#Ques.

QA

pairs

Tokens

per ques.

QA Pairs

(Hotels)

QA Pairs

(Restr.)

QA Pairs

(Attr.)

Training 18,531 38,586 73.30 4,819 30,106 3,661

Validation 2119 4,196 70.67 585 3267 335

Test 2,173 4,342 70.97 558 3,418 366

only step that involved human annotation in the data collection

pipeline thus far.

2.3 Data Collection: Error Analysis

We studied 450 QA pairs of the train-set, representing approxi-

mately 1% of the dataset, for errors in the automated data collection

process. We found that our high precision filtering rules have an

answer extraction accuracy of 82% on this set. The errors can be

traced to one of four major causes (i) (16%) Entity name was a

generic English word (e.g., “The Park”) (ii) (27%) Entity matched

another entity in the answer response which was not intended to

be the answer entity to the original question. (e.g., Starbucks in

"next to Starbucks") (iii) (31%) Entity matched another entity with

a similar name but of a different target class (e.g., hotel with same

name instead of restaurant). (iv) (13%) Failing to detect negation-

s/negative sentiment (e.g., an entity mention in a post where the

user says “i wouldn’t go there for the food”. (v) The remaining 13% of

the errors were due to errors such as invalid questions (non-entity

seeking), or incorrect answers provided by the forum users.

Due to the large candidate space it is infeasible to manually

annotate each candidate with respect to a question. However, we

note that the extraction accuracy is comparable to that seen in some

existing datasets such as TriviaQA [22] and is useful for training.

2.4 Crowd-sourced Data Cleaning

As our error study in the previous section shows, our automated

QA pair extraction methods are likely to have some degree of noise.

In order to facilitate accurate bench-marking, we crowd-source and

clean our validation and test sets. We use Amazon Mechanical Turk

(AMT
11
) for crowd-sourcing. Workers are presented with a QA-pair,

which includes the original question, an answer-entity extracted by

our rules and the original forum-post response thread where the

answer entity was mentioned. Workers are then asked to check if

the extracted answer entity was mentioned in the forum responses

as an answer to the user question. We spend $0.05 for each QA

pair costing a total of $550. The crowd-sourced cleaning was of

high quality; on a set of 280 expert annotated question-answer

pairs, the crowd had an agreement score of 97%. As a result of the

crowd-sourced cleaning, out of a total of 10, 895 QA pairs across

the validation and test sets, 21.64% of the QA pairs were discarded

indicating that our high precision rules for generating QA pairs

have an answer extraction accuracy of 78.36%. The resulting dataset

is summarized in Table 1. We note that since workers are only asked

to assess the extracted answers, our QA dataset is likely to contain

false negatives, i.e. candidates that may be valid answers for a ques-

tion but are not extracted by our automated methods (or are not

mentioned by forum users in posts) as answers. However, due to

11
http://requester.mturk.com

Table 2: Summarized statistics: Knowledge source consisting

of 216, 033 entities and their reviews

Avg # Tokens 3266

Avg # Reviews 69

Avg # Tokens per Review 47

Avg # Sentences 263

Table 3: Classification of Questions - a qualitative study on

100 random samples. (%) does not sum to 100; Questionsmay

exhibit more than one feature.

Feature % Examples of Phrases in Questions

Budget

constraints
23

good prices,
money is a bit of an issue
maximum of $250 ish in total

Temporal

elements
21

play ends around at 22:00 (it’s so late!)
.. dinner before the show,
theatre for a Saturday night
open christmas eve

Location

constraint
41

dinner near Queens Theatre,
staying in times square;would like it close,
options in close proximity (walking distant)
easy to get to from the airport

Example entities

mentioned
8

found this one - Duke of Argyll
done the Wharf and Chinatown,
no problem with Super 8

Personal

preferences
61

something unique and classy,
am not much of a shopper,
love upscale restaurants,
avoid the hotel restaurants,
Not worried about eating healthy
out with a girlfriend for a great getaway

the large candidate space it is infeasible to manually annotate each

candidate with respect to a question. Thus, our task also shares chal-

lenges seen in evaluating recommendation systems [42] where the

relevance judgements are sparse and incomplete (unlike traditional

IR tasks). We discuss the impact of partial relevance judgements in

more detail in Section 5.

2.5 Data Characteristics

In our dataset, the average number of tokens in each question is

approximately 73, which is comparable to the document lengths

for some existing QA tasks. Additionally, our entity documents

are larger than the documents used in existing QA datasets – they

contain 3, 266 tokens on average. Lastly, answering any question

requires studying all the possible entities in a given city – the

average number of candidate answer entities per question is more

than 5, 300, which further highlights the challenges of scale.

Our dataset contains QA pairs for 50 cities. The total number

of entities in our dataset is 216, 033. Details about the knowledge

source are summarized in Table 2. In almost every city, the most

common entity class is restaurants. On average, each question has 2

gold answers extracted. Questions can include requirements based

on physical location, budget, timings as well as other subjective con-
siderations related to ambience, quality of service etc. A qualitative

study of 100 random questions suggests that 61% of the questions

contain personal preferences of users, 23% of the questions con-

tain budgetary constraints, while 41% contain locative constraints

(Table 3).
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3 RELATEDWORK

Given a POI-recommendation question (as in Figure 1) its target

class (restaurant), the city (Delhi), a candidate space of target-class

entities (POIs) for each corresponding city, and a collection of re-

views describing the entities, the goal of our task is to score each

candidate with respect to a question, for relevance.

POI-Recommendation Tasks: Existing work on POI recommen-

dation relies on the use of structured [5, 27] or semi-structured

data [3, 17] to offer personalized recommendations to users. For

instance, work such as [17] extracts aspect-polarity sentiments

from reviews and models users using their past POI-visits to make

recommendations. Other approaches include those using user data

and social-influence graphs [27], spatial-features [44, 46], tempo-

ral features [20, 44, 46] and opinions [3, 17] to make personalized

recommendations to users. Queries are often structured or con-

sist of simple keywords or phrases[6, 17, 45]. In contrast, we pose

the problem as a Question-Answering task where a user provides

a detailed question describing their preferences and constraints;

the user provides no additional background or historical record.

The system needs to return answers (POIs) by analyzing the ques-

tion, as well as, a collection of unstructured review documents

(associated with each POI). To the best of our knowledge we are

the first to formulate and present an unstructured QA-style task

for POI-recommendation, using real-world tourism questions and

POI-reviews.

QA and IR Tasks: Question answering tasks such as those based

on reading comprehension require answers to be generated either

based on a single passage, or after reasoning over multiple pas-

sages (or small-sized documents) (e.g. SQuAD [37], HotpotQA [43],

NewsQA [41]). Answers to questions are assumed to be stated ex-

plicitly in the documents [37] and can be derived with single or

multi-hop reasoning over sentences mentioning facts [43]. In con-

trast, in our task, answers are entities represented by documents

(review documents). Other variants of existing QA tasks add an

additional layer of complexity where the document containing the

answer may not be known and needs to be retrieved from a large

corpus before answers can be extracted/generated (e.g. SearchQA
[15], MS MARCO [35], TriviaQA [22]). Models for these open-QA

tasks typically use retriever-ranker architectures based on sparse

vector representations like TF-IDF and BM25 ranking [39] to re-

trieve and sub-select candidate documents [7]; deeper reasoning

is then performed over this reduced space to return answers for

scalability. However, we find that in our task, retrieval strategies

such as BM25 perform poorly
12

and are thus not effective in re-

ducing the candidate space (see Section 5). As a result, our task

requires processing 500 times more documents per questions and

also requires reasoning over large entity review-documents that

consist of noisy, subjective opinions. Further, traditional QAmodels

such as BiDAF [40] or those based on BERT [14] are infeasible
13

to train for our task. Thus, while existing tasks and datasets have

been useful in furthering research in comprehension, inference and

reasoning, we find that they do not always reflect the complexi-

ties of real-world question answering motivated in our task. We

12
Hits@3 of 7%

13
BiDAF requires 43 hours for 1 epoch (4 K-80 GPUs)

note that our work is also related to QA tasks defined for “Com-

munity Question-Answering (CQA)"[19]. However, in contrast to

CQA tasks aimed at fetching existing answers from forum threads

or finding similar questions on a forum[18, 19], in our task, tourism

POI-recommendation questions are answered by returning entity

answers using a collection of reviews describing entities.

Our QA task is one that also shares characteristics of information

retrieval (IR), because, similar to adhoc document retrieval, answers

in our task are associated with long entity documents, though they

are without any additional structure. The goal of IR, specifically

document retrieval tasks, is to retrieve documents for a given query.

Neural models for IR focus on identifying dense representations

for queries and documents to maximize mutual relevance in latent

space [23, 32, 33]. To improve dealing with rare words, neural mod-

els also incorporate lexical matching along with semantic matching

[34]. However, unlike typical retrieval tasks, the challenge for an-

swering in our task is not merely that of semantic gap – subjective

opinions need to be reasoned over and aggregated in order to assess

relevance of the entity document. This is similar to other reading

comprehension QA tasks that require deeper reasoning over text,

but in our task, such deeper reasoning is in a retrieval task.

In this paper we use a coarse-to-fine architecture that sub-selects

documents using dense representations from neural IR and then

uses a deep reasoner over the selected subset (Section 4) to re-rank

the entities (represented by documents).

4 THE CLUSTER-SELECT-RERANK MODEL

A model built for our task needs to address its novel challenges

of reasoning at scale. As mentioned previously, each entity in our

task is represented by a long, bag-of-reviews document; existing

approaches, such as arbitrarily truncating documents to reduce

length [22], are not appropriate due to the lack of structure. Further,

there are thousands of candidate entities for each question and

reducing the candidate search space using TF-IDF style methods [7]

do not work well due to the nature of review documents (reviews

express opinions about similar aspects/topics as opposed to the

distinct, informative topics seen in typical QA/IR tasks). Finally,

answering a question requires deep reasoning over the document

for each candidate and the challenges of scale make the application

of existing models intractable.

Our proposed baseline for this task consists of three major com-

ponents designed to address these challenges: (1) a clusteringmod-

ule to generate representative entity documents that are smaller

in size (in terms of document length), (2) a fast scalable neural

retrieval model that uses dense representations of questions and

entities to select candidate entities to reduce the search space, and

(3) a QA-style re-ranker that reasons over the selected answers

and scores them to return the final top-ranked answers. We refer

to it as CsrQA and now describe each component in detail.

4.1 Cluster: Representative Entity Document

Creation

As stated previously, entity documents in our dataset are much

larger than documents used by previous QA tasks. In order to make

training a sufficiently expressive neural model tractable, CsrQA
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Figure 2: Reasoning network used to re-rank candidates shortlisted by the Duet model.

first constructs smaller representative documents
14

for each entity

using the full entity documents (containing all reviews for an entity).

It encodes each review sentence using the pre-trained universal

sentence encoder (USE) [4] to generate sentence embeddings. It then

cluster sentences within each document using k-means clustering

and uses the top-𝑘 (nearest to the cluster centroid) sentences from

each cluster to represent the entity. In our experiments we use 𝑘 =

10 and generate 10 clusters per entity, thus reducing our document

size to 100 sentences each. This constitutes an approximately 70%

reduction in document size but we note that our documents are

still larger than those used in most QA tasks.

4.2 Select: Shortlisting Candidate Answers

In this step,CsrQA trains a neural retrieval model with the question

as the query and representative entity documents as the text corpus.

As its retrieval model, it uses the recently improved Duet network

[33]. Duet is an interaction-based neural network that compares

elements of the question with different parts of a document and

then aggregates evidence for relevance. It uses both local as well as

distributed representations to capture lexical and semantic features.

It is quite scalable for our task, since its neural design is primarily

based on CNNs.

The local distributed representations are created using a term-

document matrix (interaction features), which contains inverse-

document-frequency scores of words, for each term-position in the

document. This matrix is passed through a convolution network

and its output is fed through a series of fully connected linear

layers to return a score. We retain the default hyper-parameters as

specified in [33].

14
a representative document for an entity is a set of sentences selected from the full

set of reviews for an entity

The distributed model uses the Glove vector embeddings [36] to

create vector representations, for words questions and entity docu-

ments. These are then independently passed through convolution

layers with window-based max-pooling. The question represen-

tations are fed to a fully-connected linear layer while the entity

document representations are further encoded using another con-

volution layer. The representations from the question and the entity

document are combined together and then jointly processed using

a series of fully connected linear layers to return a score. The score

from the local and distributed model are added to return the final

score. Please see Mitra et al.’s paper for more details.

Duet is trained over theQA-pair training dataset and 10 randomly

sampled negative examples and uses cross-entropy loss. Duet can be

seen as ranking the full candidate answer space for a given question,

since it scores each representative entity document. CsrQA selects

the top-30 candidate entities from this ranked list for a deeper

reading and reasoning, as described in the next section.

4.3 Rerank: Answering over Selected

Candidates

In this step, our goal is to perform deeper reading and reasoning

over the shortlisted candidate answers to build the best QA system.

The CsrQA implements a model for re-ranking using recurrent

encoding and attention-based matching.

Input Layer: It uses 128-dimensional word2vec embeddings [31]

to encode each word of a question and a representative entity

document. It uses a three layer bi-directional GRU [10], which is

shared between the question and the review sentence encoder.

SelfAttentionLayer: It learns shared self-attention (intra-attention)

weights [9] for questions and representative entity documents and

generates attended embedding representations for both. Let the

hidden state of the sequence (question or entity sentence) be given
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by matrix H where the 𝑖th hidden state is represented by ℎ𝑖 . Then

the attended representation (𝑠) of the sequence is given by

A = softmax(𝑣𝑎tanh(W𝑎H𝑇 )) and 𝑠 = AH (1)

whereA is the attention matrix,W𝑎 and 𝑣𝑎 are attention parame-

ters. We generate attended representations for both, the question as

well as, for each sentence from the representative entity document.

Let 𝑞 be the attended representation of the question and let E𝑒 be
attended representation of the entity sentences as a matrix .

Question-Entity Attention (QEA) Layer: In order to generate

an entity embedding, it attends over the entity sentence embed-

dings in matrix Ee with respect to the question [29]. This helps

identify “important” sentences and the sentence embeddings are

then combined based on their attention weights to create the entity

embedding (which are thus, question-dependent). The question

attended entity representation 𝑒𝑞 is thus given by:

A𝑒 = softmax(𝑞W𝐸E𝑇𝑒 ) and 𝑒𝑞 = A𝑒E𝑒 (2)

where A𝑒 is the entity-sentence attention matrix andW𝐸 is a pa-

rameter matrix.

Scoring Layer: Finally, given a question representation 𝑞 and the

entity embedding (𝑒𝑞), the model uses a weighted dot product be-

tween the two vectors 𝑞, 𝑒𝑞 to generate the final score ST , and is

given by 𝑞W𝑠𝑒𝑞
𝑇
(W𝑠 is a parameter). The model is summarized

in Figure 2. The network is trained using hinge loss by sampling 10

negative (incorrect answer) entities for each question-answer pair.

5 EXPERIMENTS

We ask the following questions in our experiments: (1) What is

the performance of the CsrQA model compared to other simpler

baselines for this task? (2) How does the CsrQA baseline compare

with neural IR and neural QA models? (3) What is the impact of

false negatives? (4) What is the effect of the size of candidate space?

(5) What is the performance of the system across different answer

entity types (classes)?

5.1 Models for comparison

We began by trying to adapt traditional reading comprehension

QA models such as BiDAF [40] for our task, but we found they

were infeasible to run – just 1 epoch of training using 10 negative

samples per QA pair, and our representative entity documents,
15

took BiDAF over 43 hours to execute on 4 K-80 GPUs. Running a

trained BiDAFmodel (forward-pass) on our test data using the same

system configuration would take even longer and was projected

to require over 9 days. Similarly, we also tried using models based

on BERT [14] on our representative entity documents, but again,

it did not scale for our task. In the absence of obvious scalable

QA baselines, we compare the performance of CsrQA with other

task-specific baselines.

Random Entity Baseline: Returns a random ranking of the can-

didate answer space.

Ratings Baseline: Returns a global (question-independent) rank-

ing of candidate entities based on user review ratings of entities.

15
the smaller-size documents created after clustering sentences

BM25 Retrieval: We index each entity along with its reviews

into Lucene.
16

Each question is transformed into a query using

the default query parser that removes stop words and creates a

disjunctive term query. Entities are scored and ranked using BM25

ranking [39]. Note that this baseline is considered a strong baseline

for information retrieval (IR) and is, in general, considered better

or at par with many neural IR models for typical IR tasks [30].

Review-AVG Model: It uses averaged vector embeddings of the

review sentences to represent each document - we use universal sen-

tence embeddings (USE) [4] to pre-compute vector representations

for each sentence and average them to create a document represen-

tation. Questions are encoded using a self-attended bi-directional

GRU [9] to generate a question representation. An entity is scored

via a weighted dot product between question and document em-

beddings.

5.1.1 Ablation Models. RsrQA: This model highlights the value

of the clustering step and the creation of representative entity doc-

uments. We replace the clustering phase of our CsrQA model and

use 100 randomly-selected review-sentences to represent entities.

Thus, this model is effectively CsrQA, but without clustering.

We also tried to create a model that creates document repre-

sentations by selecting 100 sentences from an entity document by

indexing them in Lucene and then using the question as a query.

However, this method, understandably, returned very few sentences

– the questions (query) are longer than a sentence on average and the

lexical gap is too big to overcome with simple expansion techniques.

Lastly, if we give the full entity document instead of a representa-

tive one, the neural select-rerank model cannot be trained due to

GPU memory limitations.

CsQA : This model returns answers by running the neural infor-

mation retrieval model, Duet, on the clustered representative docu-

ments. This model is effectively CsrQA, but without re-ranking.

CrQA : This model returns answers by running the reasoner di-

rectly on the clustered representative documents. Thus, this model

does not use neural IR to select and reduce the candidate search

space. This model is effectively CsrQA, but without selection.

CrQA without QEA : Instead of generating entity embeddings

by question attention over entity-sentences (as in Equation 2), we

could also generate question-independent, self-attended, entity em-

beddings (𝑒) as given by:

A′
𝑒 = softmax(𝑣𝐸 tanh(W′

𝐸E𝑇𝑒 )) and 𝑒 = A′
𝑒E𝑒 (3)

where A′
𝑒 is the entity-sentence attention matrix and W′

𝐸 , 𝑣𝐸 are

parameters.

5.1.2 Hyper-parameter Settings. For all experiments we set 𝛿 = 1

in our max-margin criterion. We used Adam Optimizer [28] with a

learning rate of 0.001 for training. The convolution layers in the

Duet model (retriever) used kernel sizes of 1 and 3 for local and

distributed interactions respectively. Hidden nodes were initialized

with size of input word embeddings, 128 dimensions. The reasoning

network (re-ranker) was trained for 5 days on 6 K80 GPUs (approx.

14 epochs) using 10 negative samples for each QA pair. We used

3-layer 128-dimensional bidirectional GRUs to encode questions

16http://lucene.apache.org/
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Table 4: Performance of different systems including the

CsrQA model on our task. Hits@N reported in % (t-test p-

value<0.0005).

Method Hits@3 Hits@5 Hits@30 MRR

Random 0.32 0.58 3.78 0.007

Ratings 0.37 0.92 3.33 0.007

BM25 6.72 9.98 30.60 0.071

Review-AVG 7.87 11.83 30.65 0.084

RsrQA 10.22 14.63 36.99 0.104

CrQA 16.89 23.75 52.51 0.159

CrQA without QEA 14.91 19.97 47.58 0.141

CsQA 17.25 23.01 52.65 0.161

CsrQA 21.44 28.20 52.65 0.186

and review sentences. Input word embeddings were updated during

training and USE embeddings returned 512 dimension embeddings.

While training the reasoning network (re-ranker) takes 11.5 hours

per epoch on 4 K-80 GPUs, executing only the forward pass on

our development and test sets that use the full-answer space takes

3.5 days. Note that since CsrQA is a pipelined model, its compo-

nents for selection and re-ranking are trained independently, and

both components use the representative entity documents during

training.

5.2 Metrics for Model evaluation

The goal of our task is to return an entity (represented by a docu-

ment) as the answer to a user question. Since our relevance judge-

ments are incomplete and un-ranked, we only assess the relevance

of a candidate answer, regardless of whether or not, there could be

multiple better ranked answers.

Hits@N : For a question 𝑞𝑖 , let the set of top ranked 𝑁 entities

returned by the system be 𝐸𝑖
𝑁
, and let the set of correct (gold)

answer entities for the question be set𝐺𝑖
; the aggregated Hits@N

is then given by,

∑𝑀
𝑖=1

1( (𝐸𝑖
𝑁
∩𝐺𝑖 )≠𝜙)

𝑀
, where 𝑀 is total number of

QA-pairs evaluated. Intuitively, this metric assigns a score if any of

the top-N answer entities returned for a question are correct.

Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): In addition, we report MRR

where we consider only the highest ranked gold answer (if multiple

gold answers exist for a question).

5.3 Results

Table 4 compares CsrQA against other models. We find that all

non-neural baselines perform poorly on the task. Even the strong

baseline of BM25 retrieval, which is commonly used in retrieval

tasks, is not as effective for this dataset. Methods such as BM25 are

primarily aimed at addressing challenges of semantic gap while

in our task, answers require reasoning over subjective opinions in
entity documents. We also observe that the performance of the

neural model, Review-AVG, is comparable to that of BM25.

The RsrQAmodel that uses randomly sampled review-sentences

to represent entity-documents, has a low Hits@3 of 10.22%. In

contrast, both the CsQA and CrQA models, that use the clustered

representative entity-documents have higher scores than RsrQA.

This highlights the value of creating smaller-sized representative

Table 5: Performance of different systems including the

CsrQA model on our task as measured using human judge-

ments (Human Scores) and gold-reference data (Machine

Scores) on 100 questions from the validation data. Scores re-

ported in %.

Human Scores Machine Scores

Method Hits@3 Hits@3

CrQA 50.0 19.79

CsQA 63.51 22.92

CsrQA 65.63 33.33

documents using clustering. Our final proposed baseline for this

task, CsrQA, has an Hits@3 of approximately 21.44% (last row of

Table 4).

We also find that CsrQA does better than CrQA. We hypothesize

that since training the reasoner is compute-intensive, it is unable to

seemany hard negative samples for a question even after a long time

of training. As a result, it optimizes its loss on the negatives seen

during training, but may not perform well when the full candidate

set is provided at test-time. However, when the reasoner is used for

re-ranking in CsrQA (at test time), the select module first shortlists

good candidates and the reasoner’s job is then just limited to finding

the best ones from the small set of relatively good candidates.

We also note that the CrQAmodel without the QEA layer suffers

a significant deterioration in performance as building question-

specific entity embeddings probably helps the model focus on the

salient information necessary to answer a question.

Comparing CsrQA & CsQA suggests that, while the scalable

matching of CsQA is useful enough for filtering candidates, it is

not good enough to return the best answer.

Overall, we find that each component of the CsrQA baseline

is critical in its contribution towards its performance on the task.

Moreover, strong IR only (CsQA) and QA only baselines (CrQA)

are not as effective as their combination in CsrQA.

Effect of False Negatives: Since the dataset contains incomplete

relevance judgements (false negatives), our metrics may under-

report system performance. Thus, we assess the actual system per-

formance using a blind human-study, and also assess, whether met-

rics computed using the gold-entity answers as reference answers

(machine scores), correlate with human relevance judgements (hu-

man scores), on the top-3 answers returned by a system.We conduct

a blind human-study using the CsQA, CrQA and CsrQAmodels on

a subset of 100 randomly selected questions (300 output pairs) from

the validation-set. Two human evaluators (̂ =0.79) were presented

the top-3 answers from each model in random order and were

asked to mark each answer for relevance – we ask the evaluators

to manually query a web-search engine and assess if each question-

recommendation pair (returned by a model) adequately matches the

requirements of the user posting that question. As can be seen from

Table 5, the absolute performance of the systems as measured by

the human annotators is higher indicating the presence of false neg-

atives in the dataset. Thus, the machine scores under-report actual

performance. To assess whether performance improvements mea-

sured using our gold-data (machine scores) correlate with human

judgements, we compute pair-wise correlation coefficients between

CsrQA, CsQA and CrQA. We find that there is moderately positive
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Table 6: Performance (Hits@3 in %) on test-set questions

with different candidate answer space sizes.

Candidate Space

Size

No. of

Questions
CsQA CrQA CsrQA

<=1000 631 28.69 30.27 32.49

>1000 1542 12.58 11.41 16.93

correlation [2] with high confidence between the human judge-

ments and gold-data based measurements for Hits@3 (𝜌 = 0.39,

p-value<0.0009) as well as on Hits@5 (𝜌 = 0.32, p-value<0.04). The

machine-scores are thus, useful to benchmark models despite the

presence of false negatives in the dataset.

Error Analysis: We conducted an error analysis of the CsrQA

model using 100 questions used during the human evaluation. We

found that nearly 35% of the errors made were on questions in-

volving location constraints while, 9% of the errors were due to

either budgetary or temporal constraints not being satisfied. This

suggests that models which additionally incorporate reasoning over

geo-spatial information or incorporate numeric reasoning (eg: for

budgets) may be helpful for this task. The remaining 65% of the er-

rors collectively constitute not fulfilling user preferences of cuisine,

age appropriate and/or celebration activities, hotel preferences, etc,

suggesting a large scope for improvement in reasoning models. We

now present a detailed study of the answering characteristics of

the system.

5.4 QA System Answering Characteristics

Effect of candidate space size: Table 6 breaks down the perfor-

mance of systems based on size of the candidate space encountered

while answering. In questions where the candidate space is rel-

atively smaller (<1000), we find CrQA model has slightly better

performance than the CsQA model. However, in large candidate

spaces we find the CsQAmodel is more effective in pruning the can-

didate search space and performs better than the CrQAmodel. The

CsrQA model outperforms both systems regardless of candidate

space size, highlighting the benefit of our method.

Performance across different entity-classes: Questions on restau-

rants dominate the dataset (Table 1) and they also have a larger

candidate space, with 1, 501 questions in the test set having a search

space greater than 1, 000 candidates. In this sub-class of questions,

the CsQA model, which does not do deep reasoning, answers more

questions correctly in the top-3 ranks, as compared to the CrQA

model (Hits@3 12.65% and 11.1% respectively). On the other hand,

we find that in hotels and attractions the search space in most ques-

tions isn’t as large, and both the CsQA and CrQA models have

comparable performance. However, CsrQA outperforms both sys-

tems regardless of entity class (relative gain of 5–32% in Hits@3).

Effect of the size of space for re-ranking: The performance

improvement of the CsrQA model over the CrQA model suggests

that the re-ranker gets confused as the set of candidate entities

increases. We studied the performance of the CsrQA model by

varying the number of candidates it had to re-rank (Table 7). As

expected, as we increase the number of candidates available for re-

ranking, the Hits@3 begins to drop finally settling at approximately

15% (on validation data) when the full candidate space is available.

However, we find that the variation in Hits@3 is small, indicating

Table 7: Performance of CsrQA on the validation data re-

duces, as the size of candidate space (selected byCsQA) to be

re-ranked increases.

top-k Hits@3 Hits@5 Hits@30 MRR

10 19.39 25.86 33.88 0.160

20 19.53 26.85 47.33 0.171

30 19.01 26.66 54.32 0.171

40 18.59 26.76 57.24 0.172

50 18.68 26.85 57.95 0.171

60 18.64 25.77 58.66 0.169

80 18.26 25.34 58.94 0.169

100 18.26 25.02 58.75 0.167

Full 14.67 21.43 53.56 0.147

that there are only a few candidates (approx. 30-40) per question

that the model is most confused about. Thus, since max-margin

ranking models can be sensitive to the quality of negative samples,

identifying harder candidates andmaking them available at training,

could help models better distinguish between candidates.

6 CONCLUSION

In the spirit of defining a question answering challenge that is closer

to a real-world QA setting, we introduce the novel task of returning

a POI recommendation for given user question based on a collection

of unstructured reviews describing entities. We harvest a dataset of

over 47,000 QA pairs, which enables end to end training of models.

Due to the nature of questions and the review documents, one of

the biggest challenges in this dataset is that of scalability. Our task

requires processing 500 times more documents per question than

most existing QA tasks, and individual documents are also much

larger in size. We thus present a cluster-select-rerank architecture

based method that brings together neural IR and QA models, and

serves as a strong baseline for this task. We believe that further

research on this task will significantly improve the state-of-the-art

in question answering. For instance, neuro-symbolic methods that

additionally reason on locative and budgetary constraints could be

an interesting direction of future work as they occur in nearly 64%

of the questions in our dataset. A recent paper on spatial constraints

in QA [12] is based on this work and dataset. While our final system

registers a 25% relative improvement over other simpler baseline

models, a correct answer is in top-3 for only 21% of the questions,

which points to the difficulty of the task. An interesting exten-

sion to our baseline CsrQA model could be to make the clustering

step question-dependent – this could help representative entity

documents better reflect important information for each question.
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